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Construction activity on The Westin
Darwin Hotel is due to commence
in the coming weeks, following
the recent appointment of Darwin
based contractor, McMahon Services
Australia NT to complete the first
stage of the project.
Early works to prepare the site for
the future hotel development will
begin with minor road works to
widen Anchorage Court to ensure
the continued safe operation of the
Cruise Ship Terminal.

A revised traffic arrangement will be
implemented in front of the Cruise
Ship Terminal to facilitate Anchorage
Court traffic movements during
the construction phase, until the
new loop road is constructed. The
temporary parking arrangements that
have been in operation in this area
will consequently be unavailable,
in order to facilitate the revised
traffic movements.

Local residents and businesses will be
kept informed ahead of any temporary
disruption caused by these works.
We are also pleased to advise
that we intend to hold an industry
briefing later this year to provide
more information to all interested
contractors about the capability
requirements for the construction of
the next stages of this landmark hotel.

Stage one works also include the
design and construction of the Sea
Wall which will provide protection to
the development from storm surge,
and includes the fully accessible
foreshore public pathway along the
complete length of the site, as well
as diversion and relocation of site
services and drainage.
Construction related traffic is expected
to increase once works begin on site,
which will be managed by McMahon
Services in line with their approved
traffic management plan.
Kitchener Drive will be closed
to all traffic from the Cruise Ship
Terminal gate to Jervois Road to
facilitate construction of the new
seawall between Jervois Park and
Fort Hill Wharf.
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Area of upcoming works
Site hoarding will be installed along the site boundary.
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